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Light Interaction

Christina McMillian

ABSTRACT

In the heart of a park, a path spirals up a hill. Follow it and the trees part to reveal 
a building halfway up. Its thick, rough walls are pulled apart at moments, allowing light and movement

into the space.  The path leads between the walls. The narrow passage continues in a counter-clockwise motion up
a staircase, leading you towards the light; moving from opacity to transparency, darkness to light, thick to thin, and exploring the mo-
ments between. The space marks the passage of time. You see sunrise, marked by three narrow slits oriented to capture the light on the 

Winter and Summer solstices, and Spring and Fall equinoxes. The curved walls leading from the white art glass windows cradle the light 
like a cupped hand. The midday sun illuminates the central core, translated through the medium of semi-circular, veneer screens. The 
light and wood interact, revealing what is hidden, allowing the glowing screens to illuminate the outer circle. On the opposite side of 

the space are similarly-oriented windows to capture the Summer, Spring, Fall, and Winter sunsets, completing the day. It is a space apart 
from the world into which only the light and the self may enter. The only view of the outside world is the changing sky at the center. It 

is a space looks at light and how it moves through, is captured by, or is reflected by material. Light changes the materials in the space, is 
changed by them and marks the passage of time -- days and the seasons.
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Inspiration from Nature

Inspiration
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Architectural Inspiration
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Material Exploration

Travertine
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Glass
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translucence

Carrera Marble
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translucence

Honey Onyx
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Wood

sliding screen

The design etched into the wood
becomes visitble when backlit.
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left: natural wood veneer
right: oiled wood veneer

The oil darkens the surface color
of the wood and increases its

transparency.

backlit

light on surface
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sunlit surface

light pulled through interstitial space

Light Studies

Model #1
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collects at termination

changes with change in sunlight
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Model #2

sunlit surface

light pulled through interstitial space
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collects and reflects at termination

changes with change in sunlight
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Model #3

sunlit surface

light pulled through interstitial space
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collects and reflects at   termination

changes with change in sunlight
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Development of Form
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Form Model Studies

wall end condition: angled     no screen or center light well
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screen transparency and pattern testing
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screen option #1,  
wall end condition : perpendicular

sunrise

noon

clockwise direction
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screen option #2
end condition: perpendicular

sunrise

noon

clockwise direction
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screen option #3,  
wall end condition : perpendicular

sunrise

noon

clockwise direction
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wall surface alternatives

wall dark and reflective

wall  3” reveal
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Architectural Drawings
Final Design

Floor Plan - lower level
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Floor Plan - main level
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North/South Section cut 
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East/West Section cut
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Floor Support
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Roof Plan
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Construction in Miniature

excavation of site
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Model walls of Bristol board 
and foamboard represent concrete 

walls.  The concrete formwork would 
be made of two inch vertical boards 
to form the curve.  The four smaller 

walls are identical to each other.  The 
two larger walls are  also the same 

curve.  This allows for efficiency in 
reusing formwork.
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An interior concrete, seven foot wall 
defines the lower floor as a space to 
direct movement up the wooden stair-
case to the second floor light.
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The support for the second floor begins 
with a one foot diameter concrete pillar, 

which provides support for the radiat-
ing floor beams.  The other ends of the 

beams  are supported by hangers on 
the concrete walls.  The flooring begins 

with plywood underlayment.
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The flooring for the main light space 
is six inch wide maple hardwood laid 
to rotate around the space, directing 
movement and mirroring the direction 
of light.
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The staircases are enclosed by stud 
walls covered with white plaster.  The 

concrete walls are also covered with 
white plaster on the interior to allow 
the light to travel over a smooth sur-
face and be reflected into the space.  

The circular center of the floor is 
white Carrera marble (represented 

in the model by white glass), highly 
polished to reflect the light from the 
skylight above, of the same diame-

ter.  The narrow light apertures facing  
West and East are filled with white 

art glass.  The center is defined by the 
acrylic backed maple veneer screens 

to hold the light in the heart of the 
space, revealing only a glow to the 

outer circulation.
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The plaster ceiling for the space is 
hung, using a wood frame, from the 
roof beams to rest three inches above 
the top of the walls, allowing a dark 
reveal to contrast the white surfaces.
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The light well is lined by a two foot 
high glue laminate curved maple soffit 

which visually extends the wood 
screen to the sky.
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The roof as well as the ceiling is 
supported by radiating large beams 
connected by a fourteen foot diameter 
metal compression ring (represented 
by a chipboard and foamboard ring in 
the model).
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The compression ring also supports 
the frame and glass of the skylight.
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Stainless steel as the roofing material 
(represented by the white paper in the 
model) finishes off the roof.
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The soffit under the roof beams thins 
and widens in response to the curves 
of the walls, emphasizing their push 

and pull.   The frames for the art glass 
windows are inset into the walls in 

order for light to enter flush with the 
light capturing walls and to minimize 

changes in material.  
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Winter Sunrise

Light and Time
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Spring/Fall Sunrise
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Summer Sunrise
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Noon
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Summer Sunset
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Spring/Fall Sunset
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Winter Sunset
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Section of Light
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Moving through the Space
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